This paper reviews the set-up, experimental studies, and beam observations with one or two prototype long-range beam-beam "wire" compensators in the CERN SPS from 2002 to 2012.
: Transverse action diffusion rate as a function of transverse amplitude under various conditions obtained from a weak-strong beam-beam simulation [5] .
COMPENSATION SCHEME
The simulated strong effect of the LHC long-range collisions inspired the search for mitigation, and in 2000 J.-P. Koutchouk proposed a long-range beam-beam compensation for the LHC based on current-carrying wires [6] . At a transverse distance, the wires generate the same transverse force of shape 1/r, as the field of the opposing beam at the parasitic long-range encounters [6] . In order to correct all non-linear effects the correction must be local. For this reason, there needs to be at least one wire compensator, called "BBLR", on one side of each primary interaction point (IP) for either beam, in a region where the two beams are already physically separated, but otherwise as close as possible to the common region where the long-range encounters occur. The proposed layout features the compensator 41 m upstream of the separation dipole D1, on both sides of IP1 and IP5, where the horizontal and vertical function are equal, as is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 illustrates how one wire cancels the effect of all 16 long-range encounters occurring on one side of the IP. The betatron phase difference between the BBLR and the average LR collision is 2.6 o (ideally it should be zero).
Figure 2: Schematic location of proposed LHC wire compensators [6, 7] . Figure 3 : Illustration of the compensation principle [6, 7] .
In simulations the wire compensator was shown to effectively shrink the tune spread caused by the longrange collisions to essentially zero [6] (Fig. 4) and to gain about 1.5σ in diffusive aperture [8] (Fig. 5 ). Simulated LHC diffusive aperture with ideal (green) and realistic wire compensator (pink) compared with the case of no compensation (red) and head-on collisions only (blue) [8] .
Strong-strong beam-beam simulations including wire compensators were reported in [9] , and further analytical studies of the onset of chaos due to the long-range collisions in [10] .
SPS WIRE COMPENSATORS
In order to explore the "simulated" effect of long-range encounters and to benchmark the simulations with SPS beam, in 2002 a first prototype compensator was fabricated and installed. This BBLR consisted of two 80-cm long units (wire length equal to 2x60 cm), installed one behind the other, and each containing a single watercooled wire, vertically displaced from the beam center. Two years later, a second BBLR was constructed, equipped with 3 wires of different transverse orientation. The second BBLR also consisted of two units of the same length, like the first one, but mounted on a movable support so that their vertical position could be varied over a range of 5 mm with remote control. A primary purpose of this second BBLR, installed at a betatron phase advance of about 3 ο from the first one (hence similar to the phase advance between the proposed location of the LHC wire compensator and the center of the long-range collisions), was to demonstrate the effectiveness of a realistic compensation scheme, which could be simulated by powering the vertical wire(s) of the two BBLRs with opposite polarity. In addition to the vertical wire, a horizontal wire and a wire at 45 degrees were added to allow for experimental studies and comparisons of various crossing schemes (horizontal-vertical, verticalvertical, and 45 degrees).
Photographs of both devices are shown in Fig. 6 , as well as technical drawings in Figs. 7 and 8. The wire of the first BBLR is mounted at a fixed nominal vertical distance of 19 mm from the center of the chamber (so that it is in the shadow of the SPS arc aperture). More details and documentation on the SPS wire compensator prototypes (and the experiments conducted in the SPS using these devices) can be found on a dedicated web site [11] .
The needed wire current I w is related to the number of long range collisions to be compensated, the length of the l w and the bunch population N b , as Additional compensator wire units are available at CERN. A complete BBLR consisting of two units with water-cooling, similar to BBLR no. 2, is ready (repaired after an earlier leak). Two air-cooled RHIC BBLRs have been shipped from BNL and are in store at CERN [12] . Thus, including the two BBLRs presently installed in the SPS, a total of 5 sets are (or have been) available.
SCALING LAWS
The perturbation by the wire compensator at distance d from the beam center is ) ( This equation shows that, for constant normalized emittance, the effect in units of sigma is independent of energy and beta function. In scaled experiments the wire current is varied in direct proportion to the factor by which the emittance differs from the desired emittance.
HISTORY OF SPS BBLR STUDIES
The SPS BBLRs were used to perform the following beam studies:
• [22] ; and • two-wire compensation and excitation in coasts at 55 GeV/c (2010) [23] . Figure 12 illustrates typical SPS cycles used towards the end of the last decade for BBLR studies at 3 different beam energies. During dedicated machine studies, at the target energy the SPS cycle could be stopped and the beam be made to "coast" for e.g. ten minutes for measurements of the beam lifetime in steady-state conditions and parameter scans. 
TECHNICAL ISSUESS
A number of technical issues had to be addressed, especially in the early days of the SPS BBLR studies. These included:
• installation of dedicated ion chambers and photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) near the BBLR;
• the addition of an inductive coil to suppress wirecurrent ripple; • computation and experimental verification of wire heating; • emittance blow up by means of the transverse damper or by injection mismatch together with resonance crossing (equalizing the vertical and horizontal emittances) so as to achieve the nominal LHC parameters or to increase sensitivity; • use of fast wire scanners and scrapers;
• installation of a dedicated dipole near the BBLR to correct the induced orbit change locally; • continuous tune corrections;
• preparation and use of multiple superimposed orbit bumps to vary the beam-wire distance; • (later) choice of higher beam energy: 37, 55 or 120
GeV/c (for good lifetime without wire excitation); and • (later) experiments in coast (to avoid transient data). In most of the later studies only the tune change was monitored.
The effect of the compensator on the nonlinear optics has also been studied, by acquiring turn-by-turn BPM data after kicking the beam. The nonlinearity of the wire field led to a reduced decoherence time, to a tune shift with amplitude, and (additional) spectral resonance lines. The measured tune shift was consistent with the theoretical predictions A strong effect of chromaticity was noticed when the compensator was excited. Figure 19 shows the beam intensity evolution during Q x,y ' scans at 37 GeV/c. Various attempts were made to directly measure the "diffusive" or dynamic aperture. To this end, three types of signals were used: (1) lifetime and background, (2) beam profiles and final emittance, and (3) local diffusion rate inferred by scraper-retraction experiments. Figures 21  and 22 shows some example measurements of lifetime and background at 55 GeV/c. A drop in the lifetime and increased losses are observed for separations less than 9σ; at 7-8σ separation the lifetime decreases to 1-5 h. These results indicated that the LHC nominal separation of 9.5 σ (for the encounters between the IP and the first quadrupole Q1) is well chosen, but "close to the edge". Fig. 21 for the red data set the (weak) tune kicker was repeatedly fired while the wire was excited.
Beam profiles before and after wire excitation, measured with an SPS "wire scanner" (fully unrelated to the wire compensator), reveal that the particles at large transverse amplitude are lost due to the wire excitation; see Fig. 23 . These measurements confirmed that the wire compensator, or the equivalent set of long-range encounters, acts as highly effective scraper.
This type of measurement allows for an estimate of the diffusive/dynamic aperture. Specifically, an Abel transformation of the wire-scan data of the form [23, 24] 
can be used to compute the change in the (normalized) amplitude distribution due to the wire excitation. For the data of Fig. 23 the results are presented in Fig. 24 , indicating that in this particular example (with intentionally small separation) the dynamic aperture is at about 1 σ). With the Abel-transformation technique it was not always possible to obtain a clean result for the diffusive aperture. Therefore, a different technique was also employed to infer the variation of the diffusive/dynamic aperture. Namely, without wire excitation, a known aperture restriction was introduced using a dedicated mechanical "scraper," and wire scans were then executed to determine the "final emittance" corresponding to a given known aperture determined by the scraper position. This calibration measurement is presented in Fig. 26 -the curve of measured final emittance as function of scraper position allows estimating the effective aperture due to the wire excitation from the associated "final emittance" value. Following this plan and using the calibration curve of Fig. 26 , measurement results for different wire currents were converted into normalized diffusive aperture. The result, shown in Fig. 27 , suggests a linear dependence of the dynamic aperture on the square root of the wire current, which is consistent with a scaling law first pointed out by Irwin [4] . In the figure, the measured dynamic aperture is smaller than the simulated diffusive aperture, especially at lower current, hinting at additional effects not included in the simulations or at a systematic error in the calibration method. Yet another approach to measuring the diffusive aperture is to directly detect the diffusion rates at various transverse amplitudes, by inserting a scraper to remove particles in a small area around the target amplitude article, then retracting this scraper by a small step, and observing how the loss signal reappears as particles diffusive outward to the new position of the scraper. This type of measurement was previously used at HERA (and elsewhere) to determine the local diffusion coefficients [25] . Unfortunately, scraper retraction attempts for the SPS wire-compensator studies were not very successful. Figures 28 and 29 present example results. In Fig. 29 the scraper position is about 1σ, and a temporary decrease in the loss rate can be noticed, which might be used to fit a diffusion constant. However, at larger amplitudes (which are of greater interest) the diffusion was much faster than the speed of the SPS scraper. Figure 29 also shows that the scraper moving to its target position, while the wire is not yet excited, already intercepts significant halo, as evidenced by the elevated background rate prior to the wire excitation. One of the most interesting results from the SPS wire measurements is the measured dependence of the "beam lifetime" τ beam , as inferred from the beam loss during a cycle at 26 GeV/c, on the beam-wire distance d [15] , illustrated in Fig. 30 . The measured dependence extremely well follows a 5 th order power law as seen from the fitting result embedded in the figure. It has been suggested [26] that a nearby low-order resonance of order n should cause a dependence τ beam~1 /d n+1 and that the power in the exponent should, therefore, depend on the betatron tunes. Indeed at the Tevatron (with an electron lens applied as "wire") [27] and at RHIC [28] , operating at other working points in the tune diagram, different power laws were observed (third power and linear dependence, respectively). Figure 31 , presenting SPS data for three different sets of tunes, taken several years later at a higher energy, confirms that the losses due to the wire are strongly tune dependent. [21] .
Extrapolating this measurement to the nominal LHC beam-beam distance, ~9.5σ, predicts a 6-minute lifetime. This result was one of the motivations for raising the SPS beam energy and for performing measurements with coasting (non-cycling machine) beams in later studies, where the beam lifetimes were significantly higher. Figure 32 shows beam losses as a function of wire current I w for different normalized beam-wire separations (in units of σ) d n . These later results were fitted as [21] beam loss [%] = 0.07
COMPENSATION STUDIES WITH TWO BBLR WIRE COMPENSATORS
Experiments with two wire devices became possible after the installation of the second SPS wire compensator (Fig. 8) in 2004 . The main focus of the two wire studies was the demonstration of compensating the effect of one wire by the second, about 3 degrees apart in betatron phase advance from the first, and with a slightly different beta function ratio (Fig. 11) , and a study of the associated tolerances, making use of the fact that the vertical position of the second wire can be controlled remotely over a 5 mm range. Such a study had been requested by the CERN LHC Technical Committee (LTC) in 2002. Other two-wire studies used the three independent wires of the second device (vertical, horizontal and 45-degree wires) to "model" different crossing schemes at the two main interaction points of the LHC. Results from these latter studies are reported in the appendix. Three cases are compared: no wire excitation, one wire excited, and both wires excited in compensating configuration. For this measurement the tune and orbit changes due to the wire compensation were corrected at each point. The data demonstrate that the lifetime reduction due to the first wire was recovered by the second wire over a large tune range, except at Q y <0.285 (close to the 7 th order resonance) or when approaching the third integer resonance (including at the nominal tune). Figure 35 shows a later result, taken at a higher beam energy (37 GeV/c), where the natural beam lifetime, with wires off, was much higher than at injection. Here the compensation worked well over an even larger range, but it still degraded close to the third integer resonance (Q y >0.31), and close to the 4 th order resonance (Q y <0.27). [21] . The tune scan corresponds to the red line in Fig. 33 . This measurement was performed in 2008 at a beam momentum of 37 GeV/c over 1.1 seconds. Figure 36 presents the results of a scan of the vertical position of the second wire compensator with respect to the (fixed) first wire, and the comparison with a simulation using the code BBSIM. The simulation predicts there to be no compensation beyond ~3 mm. The measurement revealed that the compensation was fully lost beyond ~2.5 mm from optimum (equivalent to ≤2σ). [21] . The normalized transverse emittance had intentionally been blown up to 7.5 µm (twice the nominal).
While the compensation measurements reported so far were performed on the cycling machine at fairly low energy, in 2009 machine time was assigned for studies in coast at 120 GeV/c. Results are shown in Figs. 37 and 38 .
Another measurement was performed one year later, in 2010, at 55 GeV/c. The results in Fig. 39 reveal that in this year and at this beam energy, the compensation was not as good as in the year before at 120 GeV/c. This could be due to some real energy dependence in the SPS (e.g. changes in field errors, or power-converter stability, etc.) or due some other change in the machine between 2009 and 2010. Indeed, this and several other SPS beam studies in 2010 and 2011 noticed significant emittance growth (Fig. 40) and low lifetime in coast (Figs. 41 and 42) , without wire excitation, at beam energies above the injection plateau (while in earlier years a poor beam lifetime had been noticed only at injection) [29] . 
ADVANCED BBLR STUDIES
Since different bunches along a train suffer a different number of long-range encounters (so-called "PACMAN effect" [1, 2] ) a dc wire compensator can never offer a perfect compensation. The left picture of Fig. 43 shows the ideal current pattern for PACMAN compensation and the right picture a schematic of an "RF BBLR" based on a quarter-wave resonator [17, 18] . An experimental test set up (Figs. 44 and 45 ) has demonstrated the principle, with results as presented in Fig. 46 . 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Ten years of pioneering wire-compensation studies at the CERN SPS taught many important lessons and gave rise to two PhDs (by G. Sterbini and U. Dorda).
Though the experimental conditions in the SPS were not always ideal (e.g. poor natural lifetime, short cycle times), the compensation of the first wire by a second wire always improved the beam lifetime significantly over a large range of parameters (current, distance, tune). The results obtained confirm the simulations and strongly suggest that wire compensators will increase the operational flexibility and performance in the LHC.
For future wire BBLRs in the LHC, 3-m long sections were reserved in LHC at 103.431 m to 106.431 m from the IP on either side of IP1 & IP5 (Fig. 47) . This is close to the place where concrete shielding blocks have been installed (Fig. 48) , the latter occupying the distance from 97.075 to 100.225 m from the IP [31] .
Recently, the two BNL wires stored at CERN were declared not useful for future SPS wire tests, as their beam pipe differs from the standard diameter [32] . 
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APPENDIX: CROSSING SCHEME STUDIES
The crossing scheme affects the extent of the tune footprint (Fig. 49) as well as the resonance excitation.
On 26 August 2004, an experiment on the crossing planes was conducted for the nominal emittance. Three configurations were implemented (see Fig. 50 ). Due to constraints imposed by the physical aperture and the different distances of the horizontal and vertical wire from the centre of the chamber (about 55 mm and 20 mm, respectively), a pure alternating crossing could not be realized. Instead a mixed scheme was chosen, modelling horizontal crossing at one wire and 45-degree crossing at the other, by exciting both wires at the same current. Equal-plane crossings were modelled by exciting only one of the two wires at twice its original strength. For completeness, and to observe a larger effect on the beam lifetime, the first configuration was also tested at twice the strength, which simulates a two times higher beam intensity. The three configurations are shown in Fig. 50 .
For all wire configurations, the beam lifetime was measured as a function of the vertical tune, which was varied between 0.26 and 0.33. Figure 52 shows the measurement results, which can be compared with the simulations presented in Fig. 51 . Over most of the scanned tune range, the horizontal-horizontal crossing (BBLR2 excited at −240 A) exhibited the best beam lifetime, the pure 45-degree crossing (BBLR1 at 240 A) the second best, and the mixed crossing (BBLR1 at +120 A, BBLR2 at -120 A) the lowest. At the two ends of the scan range, near the 7th and 3rd integer resonance, respectively, the pure 45-degree crossing scheme was most robust, while for all others the lifetime strongly decreased here, possibly due to lattice nonlinearities. The lifetime without any wire excitation was comparable to that of the mixed-crossing case. Simulations and experiments are in reasonable agreement. In particular, the simulated diffusive aperture for pure x-x crossing is 10% larger than for x-45 o or 45 o -45 o crossing, which appears consistent with the higher lifetime seen for this case. The larger variation with tune for the experimental data could be attributed to additional machine nonlinearities and/or perturbations, not included in the simulations. Concluding this appendix, the beam lifetime was shown to vary with the crossing scheme. Experiments and simulations are mostly compatible.
